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� Cellular/Molecular

Different Channel Combinations
Produce Identical Responses

Joseph L. Ransdell, Satish S. Nair,
and David J. Schulz

(see pages 9950 –9956)

How a neuron responds to patterned in-
put—whether it produces single spikes or
bursts, its overall firing rate, etc.— de-
pends on both the type of ion channels it
expresses and the relative expression lev-
els of these channels. But computational
models have demonstrated that several
different patterns of ion channel expres-
sion can underlie a given neuronal re-
sponse pattern. Furthermore, perturbing
a given channel conductance in real neu-
rons can cause compensatory changes in
other channels that restore normal re-
sponses. Even unperturbed, genetically
identical neurons can achieve nearly iden-
tical output via different ion channel ex-
pression patterns. Ransdell et al. show that
within individual crabs, the conductance
of different ion channels varied in magni-
tude across functionally indistinguishable
cardiac motor neurons that exhibited syn-
chronous bursting. When isolated from
network inputs, these neurons produced
nearly identical voltage responses to real-
istic current injection. But immediately
after a given conductance was blocked, the
same injected current produced different
voltage responses in different neurons,
verifying that expression levels of the
blocked conductance varied.

� Systems/Circuits

� and � Motor Neurons Express
Different Na�/K� ATPase Isoforms

Ian J. Edwards, Gareth Bruce, Charlotte Lawrenson,
Laura Howe, Steven J. Clapcote, et al.

(see pages 9913–9919)

The Na�/K� ATPase (NKA) is essential
for repolarizing neurons after action po-
tentials and for maintaining the resting
membrane potential. The catalytic � sub-
unit of NKA has four isoforms with differ-
ent kinetics. �1 and �3 are the most
prominent isoforms in neurons, and be-

cause �3 extrudes Na� and thus repolar-
izes neurons more quickly than �1, it
enables neurons to spike at higher rates.
Edwards et al. report that NAK�1 and
NAK�3 are expressed in distinct groups of
motor neurons in the ventral horn of
mouse spinal cord. Specifically, � motor
neurons, which drive muscle contraction,
express solely NKA�1; whereas, �-motor-
neurons— which innervate muscle spin-
dles, causing them to shorten so they
continue to provide proprioceptive feed-
back as muscles contract— exclusively
express NKA�3. NKA�3 was also ex-
pressed in sensory afferents of muscle
spindles. These results suggest that
dysfunction of the muscle spindle system
might contribute to hemiplegia of
childhood and rapid-onset dystonia-
parkinsonism, two movement disorders
caused by null mutations in NKA�3.

� Behavioral/Cognitive

Synaptic Downscaling and
Consolidation Occur during Sleep

Laura Mascetti, Ariane Foret, Jessica Schrouff,
Vincenzo Muto, Vinciane Dideberg, et al.

(see pages 10182–10190)

Each day we have innumerable sensory ex-
periences, few of which are worth remem-
bering. Even insignificant events can induce
synaptic potentiation, however, and this po-
tentiation would quickly saturate the capac-
ity for plasticity without mechanisms to
weaken unwanted changes. Such synaptic
downscaling has been proposed as one of
the main functions of slow-wave sleep. Sleep
is also essential for consolidating salient
memories, which is thought to involve syn-
aptic reorganization in which associations
initially formed between the hippocampus
and local cortical networks are eventually

transferred to distributed cortical net-
works. Seeking to investigate these sleep-
dependent memory processes in humans,
Mascetti et al. used functional magnetic res-
onance imaging to identify brain regions in
which neural activity changed between en-
coding sessions and retrieval sessions before
and after sleep. Recollection during delayed
testing was associated with increased activa-
tion in several brain areas. Those that were
active during encoding and initial testing
were proposed to reflect synaptic downscal-
ing, whereas areas that were not previously
active were proposed to reflect system-level
consolidation.

� Neurobiology of Disease

Loss of Otx2 in Pigment Epithelium
Causes Photoreceptor Death

Michael Housset, Alexander Samuel,
Mohamed Ettaiche, Alexis Bemelmans,
Francis Béby, et al.

(see pages 9890 –9904)

The transcription factor Otx2 is required
for normal retinal development, and it
continues to be expressed in adult photo-
receptors and retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE). Postnatal deletion of Otx2 causes
delayed photoreceptor degeneration. Al-
though this degeneration could, theoreti-
cally, result from loss of Otx2 in
photoreceptors themselves, it could also
stem from Otx2 loss in the RPE, which
reisomerizes all-trans-retinal into 11-cis-
retinal after photon absorption; protects
photoreceptors from oxidative damage by
absorbing scattered light; provides anti-
oxidants, nutrients, and growth factors;
and phagocytoses shed external segments
of photoreceptors. Housset et al. found
that Otx2 deletion initially led to down-
regulation of many RPE genes, including
several involved in melanin production
and retinol metabolism. Nearly half of
downregulated genes were RPE-specific,
but none were photoreceptor specific,
suggesting that early loss of RPE function
leads to subsequent photoreceptor degen-
eration. Indeed, knocking out Otx2 selec-
tively in RPE cells caused photoreceptor
degeneration similar to that in Otx2-null
mice, whereas restoring Otx2 in RPE of
Otx2-null retinas prevented photorecep-
tor degeneration.

Two cardiac motor neurons that initially responded similarly
to realistic current injection (left), responded differently after
a subset of K � channels were blocked (right). See the article
by Ransdell et al. for details.
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